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DEALS DWG makes alternatives play
amid Covid-19 crisis
The West Los Angeles-based investor believes marrying a sound strategy with social
good will help attract investors

Peter Benson 24th April 2020, 1:30 pm

DWG Capital Partners has acquired a wastewater treatment and reclamation facility in California, �nishing

the deal during severe market volatility caused by Covid-19. The stable nature of the property allows the

�rm to continue to operate as normal in spite of the pandemic.

“We’re fortunate to already be focusing on essential businesses,” Judd Dunning, president at DWG, told

REFI US. “The property had sustaining power even prior to Covid. We’re just fortunate that the property is

still open and not being a�ected.”

The property threads the line between �nancially viable and also catering to investors who have a social

impact bent.

Notably, there are only six industrial wastewater reclamation facilities in all of California, partly due to the

extensive regulatory nature of these types of facilities and the requirements to run them. As a result, the

property, which provides treated water to three states in the Western US, has robust demand drivers.

“Acquiring this investment matched our vision to o�er viable alternatives outside traditional real

estate and do something to better the community,” Dunning said. “While also giving the ability for our

investment partners to be involved in a considerable recession-proof asset class.”

This is DWG Capital Partners’ �rst purchase when it comes to tangible environmentalism, Dunning said,

and future investment plans entail further expansion into the sector as the right opportunities arise.

Other investments in DWG’s pipeline include grocery anchored retail and microbiology research &

development labs who are converting services to help with the Covid-19 outbreak, continuing DWG’s trend

of socially conscious investments.

“We adapted strategies on about 30% of our book regarding the acquisition of nonessential

businesses until the economy stabilizes further, which we remain con�dent it will,” Dunning said.

The current property will be maintained by a new operating partner, Stone Bear Reclamation. The new

management will oversee a facility that can recycle up to 150,000 gallons of water a day. This is important

because reuse capacity of reclaimed water in the United States is expected to increase 37% by 2027.

Industrial applications will grow 31 percent by the same year. The US is already the largest reuse market

by volume, with further future growth projected beyond that, according to Blue�eld Research.

“The Environmental Protection Agency has estimated that over $743bn is needed for water infrastructure

improvements across the US,” Dunning added. “By leveraging our expertise in the capital markets, we are

con�dent that this initial investment by DWG Capital Partners will perform well as part of what is a

nationwide e�ort to improve drinking water and wastewater treatment.”
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With both the need and demand in place and the facility already having received preorders for reclaimed

water before its opening earlier this week, Dunning and DWG Capital Partners are con�dent the �nancials

will meet investors’ requirements for yield and to be part of something bigger.

“Ultimately the �nancials have to work,” Dunning said. “But if we can be can be aligned with a greater

cause and mission, investors love that sense of purpose.”
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